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Abstract

The World-Wide Web (WWW) changes the way people retrieve information from the Internet. The Web is regarded as a public information system which offers access to the network community with the client/server protocol Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP). The Web uses client interface programs (browsers), hypertext and multimedia techniques to make it easy for anyone to roam, browse, and contribute to the information base. However, most information available on the Web is read-only, frozen messages. The introduction of HTML Fill-out Forms and Common Gateway Interface changes this situation.

In this thesis we explore supplying dynamic information to users through the Web. We build an environment on the Web using CGI and HTML forms. This environment uses forms to let the user interact with the Web server, and generates text, pages and hyper links on the Web based on the users’ requirements. This environment is accessible to all authorized users and the information in it is changeable. All changes are visible immediately to all users. Applications of the environment are described.
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Chapter 1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Internet and World-Wide Web

The major developments in distributed computing from the 60’s to the 90’s are characterized by the ARPAnet national research network which merged with subsequent networks to form the world-wide Internet. The Internet is the biggest network the world has ever seen. It offers public access to the network community. As the popularity of Internet increased, people become more aware of its colossal potential. The World-Wide Web (WWW) is a product of the continuous search for innovative ways of sharing resources through the Internet [7] [5]. From a structural point of view, the Web is made up of four parts, as follows:

- Hypermedia Documents
- Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)
- Uniform Resource Locator (URL)
- Browsers

The Web runs on the Internet, and can’t exist without the Internet.

WWW was originally developed to allow information sharing within internationally distributed teams, and the dissemination of information by support groups. Originally aimed at the High Energy Physics Community, it has spread to other areas and attracted much interest in user support, resource discovery and collaborative work areas. The Web is currently the most advanced information system deployed on the Internet, and embraces within its data model much information in previous networked information systems. In fact, the Web is an architecture which will also embrace many future advances in technology, including new networks, protocols, object types and data formats. The
World-Wide Web consortium (W3C) guides the growth of the Web. The goal of the W3C is to develop the Web into a global information infrastructure capable of supporting commercial as well as research activities.

1.2 The Features of the World-Wide Web

The World Wide Web is the universe of network-accessible information. It has a body of software, and a set of protocols and conventions. WWW uses hypertext and multimedia techniques to make the Web easy for anyone to surf, browse, and contribute to. The Web is considered a seamless world in which all information, from any source, can be accessed in a consistent and simple way.

Universal Readership and Hypermedia Documents

Before WWW, one had to have one of a number of different terminals connected to a number of different computers, and one had to learn a number of different programs to access that data. The WWW principal of universal readership is that once information is available, it should be accessible from any type of computer, in any place, and an authorized person should only have to use one simple program to access it. In practice, the WWW uses the concept of hypertext.

Hypertext is text with links. The term, invented by Ted Nelson in 1965, usually means text that is not constrained to be linear. Hypertext escapes the bounds of linearity by means of links or references to other texts. So the reader can escape from the sequential organization of the pages to pursue a thread of his or her own. Hypertext authors design their material to make it open to active exploration, and in doing so communicate their information and ideas more effectively. The following figure shows the hypertext method.
WWW uses hypertext as the method of presentation, although this does not necessarily require that authors write hypertext. In WWW, links can lead from all or part of a document to all or part of another document. Documents need not be text; they can be graphics, movies and sound, so the term "hypermedia", meaning "multimedia hypertext" can be applied equally well to WWW.

**MIME Typing**

One of the most impressive aspects of the World-Wide Web is how transparent the transmission of multimedia information can seem. A single link can bring up a text file, a document from across the world, a movie or a recording. The reason for this seeming transparency is that the server, when sending a file of any type, can tell the client how to process that file. For example, the server tells the client whether to run the file through an audio tool or an animation program or to simply load it as part of a new Web page.
To tell the client how to process the file, the server sends the file with an attachment specifying its type. This attachment is referred to as the file’s **MIME type**, which stands for Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions.

This name comes from the original purpose of MIME typing, which was to allow for multimedia components to be sent with electronic mail messages by specifying their types in advance so that the mail program could display them as part of the message. MIME typing tells the browser what kind of file is being sent, so that the browser can then tell the client’s computer how to display it. MIME types such as x-compressed, x-gzip, x-tar, and x-zip-compressed are understood to be compressed file types, and a browser serves files of these types to the client’s drive.

Table 1 is the text types commonly found on the Web.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Extension(s)</th>
<th>MIME Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HyperText Markup Language</td>
<td>.html, .htm</td>
<td>text/html</td>
<td>The basis for the WWW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text</td>
<td>.txt</td>
<td>text/plain</td>
<td>Plain ASCII text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rich Text Format</td>
<td>.rtf</td>
<td>application/rtf</td>
<td>An interchangeable text file type that preserves some formatting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PostScript</td>
<td>.ps, .ai, .eps</td>
<td>application/postscript</td>
<td>PostScript files</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Text types commonly found on the Web

Table 2 is the image types commonly found on the Web.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Extension(s)</th>
<th>MIME Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Graphics Interchange Format (GIF)</td>
<td>.gif</td>
<td>image/gif</td>
<td>The most common image format on the Web</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG)</td>
<td>.jpeg, .jpg, .jpe</td>
<td>image/jpeg</td>
<td>A higher-resolution graphics format than GIF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Image types commonly found on the Web

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Extension(s)</th>
<th>MIME Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sun µ-law</td>
<td>.au</td>
<td>audio/basic</td>
<td>Sun µ-law files, an 8-kHz audio format</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wave file</td>
<td>.wav</td>
<td>audio/x-wav</td>
<td>Microsoft's custom audio format</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Interchange File Format</td>
<td>.aiff, .aif, .aifc</td>
<td>audio/x-aiff</td>
<td>Audio formats commonly used by Macintoshes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macintosh Sound File</td>
<td>.snd</td>
<td>audio/basic</td>
<td>Macintosh sound resource file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moving Pictures Expert Group (MPEG)</td>
<td>layer-2</td>
<td>.mp2</td>
<td>audio/x-mpeg Digital-quality audio usable by all platforms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 Sound types commonly found on the Web

**Client/Server Model**

To allow the Web to scale, it was designed without any centralized facility. Anyone can publish and read information. There is no central control. To publish data you run a server, and to read data you run a client. All the clients and all the servers are connected to each other by the Internet. The following figure shows the Client/Server mode of WWW.
Browsers

A browser is the client in the Web's Client/Server model. A client program is one that you interact with. The server, which you don't touch, supplies information to the client as it relays your requests to it. For a user, a browser is the gateway to the Web. Everything that you see on the Web pages through the lens of your browser. A browser can only show the files that it understands. Most files will be hypermedia files written in Hypertext Markup Language (HTML), and any Web browser will be able to read them.

Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)

Since computers were invented, there has been a great variety of different codes for representing information. It has never been possible to pick one as the “best” code, as each has its advantages and its advocates.
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) is a simple data transfer protocol that binds the Web together [4]. It is based on a Client/Server model which uses a stateless protocol. Essentially, the protocol consists of a set of messages and replies for both servers and browsers [2]. In HTTP, documents, files, menus, and graphics are all treated as objects. A feature of HTTP is that the client sends a list of the representations it understands along with its request, and the server can then ensure that it replies in a suitable way. Thus the WWW can cope with the existing mass of graphics formats like Graphics Interchange Format GIF, TIFF, Joint Experts Group JPEG, etc.. HTTP relies on the Uniform Resource Identifier (URL) to identify files. Although it uses the Internet's TCP/IP network protocol, HTTP isn't limited to TCP/IP. HTTP can be implemented to run on other network protocols such as NetWare's Internet Packed Exchange IPX.

HTTP runs on Web servers. A Web server is software that, upon receiving a browser request, sends the requested document back to the browser. If for some reason it cannot send the file, the server sends a simple error message.

Uniform Resource Locators (URL)

Uniform Resource Locators are the addresses of Web resources. Usually, a URL leads to a file, but it can also point you to a single record in a database, the front-end of an Internet program such as Gopher, or the results of a query. The following figure shows a simple URL.
The first session (http:) tells you the type of resource you're connecting to. In this case, it's an HTTP resource. The double slashes (//) indicate that you're talking to a server.

The next component of the URL is the Internet domain name and address of the web server (www.cs.uwindsor.ca). When you have a complete address such as this, it's called a fully qualified domain name. The letters at the end of the address, depending on the naming style used by the site, either tells you something about who owns the server or where the server is located. This is similar to an E-mail address.

The next component is the path to the destination. At the end of the URL is the actual resource or resource name which can be a file with a file extension name. Most of the time, users don't have to type the URLs because they can usually just click on the link.

The address works in the following manner: The whole network is held together by links. The browser scampers over the strands of TCP/IP with a TCP request to a URL. At the other end of the URL sits an HTTP server that sends the requested information back, using HTTP. If all goes well, this request is received by the server's HTTP program. Normally, HTTP programs run as daemons — programs that are always running in the background and are constantly checking to see if they need to perform their job. After the HTTP daemon receives your request, it relays it to the appropriate service.
When the service required is to fetch an HTML document, the HTTP daemon fetches the document and sends it to the client using HTTP. If it's some other resource that HTTP can access directly, it still follows this routine. HTTP works differently when users call upon other Internet services such as FTP or Gopher. In these cases, HTTP acts as a go-between. For instance, when a user transfers a file with HTTP, the HTTP server logs them in with a login id of 'anonymous' and uses the user's Internet address as a password.

1.3 Overview of the Thesis

Motivation

The World-Wide Web, in conjunction with its client browser, is an extremely effective mechanism for individuals to share distributed information. However, most of the Web documents are read-only, frozen information. Access to such documents is unidirectional, and asynchronous. This is because the HTTP servers use the Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) which is designed to be a stateless protocol. The one-directional request mechanism constrains the HTTP server to become a passive participant in any transaction between the user and the browser. This mechanism might work well when displaying static hypertext documents, but it is not sufficient when significant interaction in both directions is required.

The work done in this thesis is to build an environment to help a group of people create dynamic hypertext information structures on the Web through a client browser.

Thesis Statement

This thesis defends the following statements:

1. A Web browser can be used for the interactive communication between the front-end user and the Web.
2. The Web can supply dynamic information pages instead of read-only, frozen messages.

3. The Web can be used to support a cooperative work environment.

Objective of the Thesis

The objective of this thesis is to improve the interactive communication between the Web server and the front user. In particular, it focuses on supplying dynamic information structures to the users which is different to most read-only, frozen Web documents. People can access the dynamic structures with a standard W3 browser and every member of an authorized group can manipulate all information in the system; thus the whole group can work cooperatively on the same project on the Web. The system is designed to be easy to use. All information in the system can be inspected and changed with a uniform point and click interface. It is a read-write system; the information in it can be changed and added to interactively, and all changes and additions are visible immediately to all users. Thus the system is not just a place for storing information; it is also a medium for communication among its users.

Organization of the Thesis

This thesis is organized into five chapters. Chapter 1 gives a brief introduction of the World-Wide Web, and an overview of the thesis.

Chapter 2 explains, in detail, HTML Fill-out Forms and the Common Gateway Interface.

Chapter 3 describes the design and implementation of the environment for the development and modification of dynamic hypertext information structures.
Chapter 4 describes the environment's user-friendly interface and present some applications of our environment in developing a dynamic information system for faculty administrative work of the school of computer science.

Finally, Chapter 5 highlights the conclusions along with some future work.

Appendices of the source codes of the CGI scripts are given at the end of the document.
Chapter 2  Fill-Out Forms and the Common Gateway Interface

Most of the traditional publishing media communicate in only one direction. People can only read them; they can not interact with them because these media are designed to carry information from the provider to consumers. Most of the information documents on the Web are published in this static way. However, the distributed design of the Internet has the potential to break that model and allow people to develop new patterns of communication. The recent emergence of embedded HTML Fill-out Forms and Common Gateway Interface has realized some of this potential. The proper use of forms and CGI script can make Web pages dynamic.

This chapter introduces the concept of HTML Fill-out Forms and CGI by focusing on the implementation aspects.

2.1 Fill-out Forms

Fill-out Forms are used in HTML documents to allow the user to enter information directly on a Web page, and then have it transmitted to a server. This server will process the information and forward it to the page owner or to some other mechanism.

Forms can contain a number of elements, some essential, and others optional, depending on the purpose of the form. Any HTML page can be a form, or have a form as an element within the page. The following summary of HTML Fill-out Forms is based on HTML 2.0 specifications [3].

The Basic Structure of a Form

Figure 4 is an example of a log-on form on the Web to restrict access to certain Web pages:
UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR

SCHOOL OF COMPUTER

Log-on form

Please enter your user name and password, then press log-on.

User Name:

Password:

Log-on

To reset the log-on form, press this button: reset

Figure 4 A log-on form on the Web
Appendix A is the source code for that form.

Even though HTML forms have gained a reputation for complexity, in reality the user only needs to learn a few simple elements to master putting them together effectively. Every form has the same basic structure. A form is denoted by the element `<form>`. The `<form>` element has two qualifiers, **action** and **method**. Action is the URL of the program that will process the completed form. Forms are generally processed by programs written with CGI, the Common Gateway Interface.

The method is the way in which the information will be moved from the client to the server program that will process it. The options are **GET** or **POST**. The GET method tells the client to embed the data from the form inside the URL. If a form uses the POST method, the server sends the submitted data as if it were typed in by the user. In this example and also in the thesis work, POST method is used since it is strongly recommended by the designers and is already used in many existing applications.

**Inputting the Information**

Once the form is defined, input fields can be added. These fields allow the user to enter information which is then assigned to a specified variable name. This is done using the `<INPUT>` element which has the following options:

- **TYPE**: Several types of data can be used for the variable. They are shown as follows:
  - **TYPE=“text”** is characters entered on the screen which will be displayed as the user enters them.
  - **TYPE=“password”** is also a character string. However, it will not be displayed.
  - **TYPE=“checkbox”** is a box that can be selected. It translates to a yes or no when the information is formatted, depending on whether the box was selected or not.
- **TYPE=“radio”** allows the user to select one of several radio fields. A radio field is associated with a small button. Only one button can be selected at a time.

- **TYPE=“reset”** will reset the entire form to its default values.

- **TYPE=“submit”** is a button that causes the form to be submitted to the server for processing. Because of this feature, it serves an important purpose in almost every form.

- **NAME** is a string of text that identifies the input associated with a specific type. This is for identification purposes during processing.

- **SIZE** determines the maximum size allowed for text or password input.

The tag `<TEXTAREA>` allows the user to enter text freely within a certain area of the screen. The user can define the name, rows and columns of this tag.

**Building a Form**

An HTML form can reside anywhere within an HTML document as an element, or can even be created by a CGI script. A document can have several forms within it, and each can perform different tasks or ask for different information.

**2.2 Common Gateway Interface**

The Common Gateway Interface or CGI is a standard for external gateway programs to interface with information servers [1]. Gateways are programs or scripts which handle information requests and return the appropriate document or even generate a document on the fly.

**Programming With CGI**

Any programming language that can access UNIX environment variables can use the CGI. CGI programs can be written in C, C++, Perl, TCL, or Bourne and C shell
scripts. All of these languages, except C and C++, are interpreted. The advantage of using Perl or TCL languages is that many CGI programming tasks require a lot of string handling, and these languages have powerful built-in functions for manipulating text. In addition, most interpreted languages let you write code for the interpreter on the fly, which is extremely useful for many gateways. However, the dynamic interpretation features of these languages can be a security hazard, and, also, programs written in script languages often run slower than those written in a compiled language. That’s the reason why C is chosen in the thesis work.

Most servers have restrictions on who can create CGI programs and from which directories they can be run. Allowing clients to run arbitrary programs on the server is quite dangerous from a security standpoint, and server administrators don’t give this permission to every user. Most servers have a single valid directory for CGI scripts, which is represented by the URL /cgi-bin/. Usually only the server administrator and authorized users can write to this directory.

There are two important rules to follow when writing CGI programs:

- Any data or text is written for the client to the standard output.
- Any output must be preceded with a Content-type line, defining its MIME type, followed by a blank line.

Following these two rules, new Web pages can be generated with CGI scripts. The user simply writes any data he wants the client to receive to the standard output, preceded by its MIME type, and the server does the rest.

**Handling HTML Forms**

HTML forms create interactive areas in the Web pages. The data entered into a form by a user is assembled by the browser into a series of name/value pairs. Then
these name/values pairs are sent to the server to be processed by a CGI script which is specified by the ACTION attribute in the form. The CGI program can then act upon the input, and perform a variety of tasks, such as sending mail messages, querying or updating some files, or any task performed by a CGI script on the server itself.

For the POST method, the server sends the data that it received from the client to the handling CGI script on its standard input. It also sets the REQUEST_METHOD environment variable to POST. But the HTTP server sends no signal that it has finished transmitting data. Instead, the HTTP server sets the CONTENT_LENGTH environment variable, which gives the amount of input the script should read in bytes. When the script has read that amount of data from the standard input, it should stop reading and begin to process the actual data from the form. Processing the data requires that the script decode the URL encoding which includes four steps:

1. Break up the pairs of HTML form variables and their values, which are separated by ampersands.
2. Separate each HTML form variable from its value; the variables and their values are linked by equal signs.
3. Convert all hex sequences in each of the variables and the values to their ASCII equivalents.
4. Replace all plus signs in each of the variables and values with spaces.

Since every CGI script will counter such data processing, we put all the functions together as Appendix B shows. After these steps, the CGI script programmers can do whatever they like with them. The output of a CGI script also follows two rules: precede data with a Content-type header, specifying the MIME type, and a blank line. Appendix C is the source code of CGI script written in C which handles the log-on form.
Chapter 3 An Environment for the Development and Modification of Dynamic Hypertext Information Structures

With CGI and HTML Fill-out Forms, new HTML pages can be generated on the fly, which is an extremely useful and powerful capability. With dynamic documents, people can alter the appearance, interface and features of their Web pages as they desire. Based on these concepts, an environment for the development and modification of dynamic hypertext information structures was designed and developed. It is an interactive environment residing on the Web. The main objectives of creating such an environment are:

- To support a group of people communicating through the Web.
- To build dynamic hypertext information structures.
- To present the current state of changing information resources.
- To save people the trouble of changing information on the Web and creating pages that would be difficult, annoying or impossible to write by hand.

So the environment is a software package that provides documents with read/write access on the World Wide Web. A document in this environment consists of pages with text and hypertext links. Pages can be created, changed, and added to interactively, using a standard WWW client. All changes and additions are visible immediately to all users. Thus this environment is not just a place for storing information; it is also a medium for direct communication among its users.

This chapter covers the design of such an environment on the Web and explains how it is accomplished.
3.1 System Design

During the design phase of the environment, it was decided that the environment should have the following features:

User Interface

- Access to all functions should be possible using standard WWW clients
- Easy to use point-and-click interface for editing
- No knowledge of HTML required when editing

Document Structure

- A document in the environment consists of pages
- The system operator maintains the document home page
- The user group maintains all other pages of the document
- Users can add and delete pages
- Users can add, edit, and delete text on pages
- A page contains:
  - A Page title
  - A toolbar for accessing various functions
  - Zero or more items

- An item can be
  - A piece of text
  - A link to another page
  - A link to a place elsewhere on the Web
Navigation Tools

- [Home], [Top] and [Up] buttons on each page for moving through the page tree
- Index tree of the complete page structure

Basic Editing functions

- Add text anywhere on any page
- Edit text written earlier
- Create link to a new page
- Delete item on a page

Text Typesetting Options

- Normal/bold/italics
- HTML code
- With or without author's name

Ways of Accessing the environment and the files in the environment

- Log-on using a log-on form
- Files can only be read through this environment
- All authorized users are responsible for maintaining the information structure in the environment

Miscellaneous

- Re-load the current page to show any changes
- On-line user's guide
- Support a multiple-readers/one-writer file access policy
3.2 System Development

Except for the first log-on page of the environment, all pages are generated by CGI scripts on the fly. In this way, all changes to the information structure are immediately visible to all users who are accessing the system.

The Log-on Page

For the purpose of security, only authorized users can gain access to the information in the environment. This is accomplished by a log-on form as the following figure shows.

Appendix A is the HTML source code for this log-on form. As we mentioned before, this is the only static HTML page in the whole system. Appendix C is the CGI script which checks the validity of the password entered by the user. If the password is correct, the script generates the next page; otherwise it returns an error message to the user. See Appendix F for the source code.

Pages of the Dynamic Hypertext Information Structure Builder

The dynamic hypertext information structure is made of pages. All pages maintained by the system can have two types of elements on them: the toolbar and information items as shown in the Figure 5. Every page has its own page title. Below the page title is the toolbar which has two rows of buttons (WWW links). Clicking on each button will invoke the corresponding program to execute the request and go to the appropriate page.
Counselling

* Addtext * Newpage * NewLink *

-- Name List --

Lisa Lee, Joe Wang, Lily Smith. (Written by Dr. Smith / Mon Oct 23 05:39:48 1995)

-- Hyper-Link --

Registration Office (Created by Dr. Smith / Mon Oct 23 06:40:33 1995)

Appointment
A page can contain several information items below the toolbar. An item is either a link to another page or some information written by a user. This information usually takes the form of a text item, containing the name of the author and the date it was written. At the end of every item (except links to pages) are three buttons: the pencil button, the capital character A button, and the scissors button. The item of a link to another page doesn’t contain the first two buttons. With the pencil button, the user can re-edit a text item. With the ‘A’ button the user can append his response to the original text. With the scissors button, the user can delete un-wanted items from the page.

At the bottom of the page are the navigation buttons of the system. Clicking the first button, the user can always get back to the ‘home’ page of the dynamic structure. The second one points to the top of the hyper-document created by the users of the system. The third one will go to the parent page of the current page.

The homepage and the top page of the hyper-document system are created by the system. The information structure beneath it is made by user community.

**Creating a Page** On the toolbar on each page, there is a button called Newpage. By clicking this button, the system will present a form for creating a new page as the Figure 6 shows. The CGI script for this action is in Appendix D.
Creating a New Page

Operation:

Create a link to a new empty page

Put the page title below:

Or use the back function to go to the previous page

Create the link  reset

Figure 6 Form for creating a new page

Appendix E is the source code of the action program to take the input data from the form and create a new page which is presented to the user after the user clicks the Create the link button.
Once the page is created, the user cannot change it. At the end of the page link is the scissor button which is used to delete the page. However, the user can delete the page only when the page is empty. This is the way the system protects files from accidental operations. Appendix G is the CGI script source code to delete a empty page.

Opening a Page    The system simultaneously generates a new page for the user and presents it to the user. At the same time, it creates a hypertext link on the parent page pointing to the new page. All pages in the system are linked in this way. When the hyperlink is clicked, a CGI script is invoked to present the desired page to the user. See Appendix F for the source code of this action. When a page is opened, the toolbar, all items on the page, and the navigation buttons are also presented to the user.

Creating a Hyperlink to Anywhere On the Web

A page in our environment can contain an HTML file or a plain text file, links to its children pages, and hypertext links to anywhere in the Web. The system has a special facility to help the user create hyper-link to other locations on the Web without the knowledge of HTML.

When the Newlink button is clicked, a form for creating Hyperlink is presented as the following figure shows.
Hyper-Link creating page

Put the anchor into the following area:

I

Put the URL into the following area:

I

Put your name into the following area:

I

create link  Clear form

Figure 7 Form for creating hyperlink

Appendix H is the CGI script code for creating the form. Appendix I is the source
code to create the link and put the link on its parent page. A link is followed by three buttons: the pencil button for changing it, the capital character A for appending notes to the link, and the scissors button to delete that link.

3.3 Text File Manipulation in the System

Text manipulation is one of the focuses during the system design and development. Currently, all users are responsible for maintaining the information in the environment. Issues about multiple readers and writers are discussed here.

Putting a Text on the Web through our Environment

The traditional way of putting information on the Web is for the user to open an editor to edit the HTML or plain text file. The user can use the open file functionality on the browser to see his or her file. If the user wants others to read this document, he or she has to link the document to be linked somewhere on a Web server. If using our environment, the procedure is quite simple. The user can put messages on the Web directly using a browser.

By clicking on the Addtext button, a CGI script (see Appendix J) is invoked to generate a form for the text adding page as the Figure 8 shows.
Text adding page

Select one text style: Normal  Italic  Bold  HTML code

Put the title into the following area:

I

Put your name into the following area:

I

Put the content into the following form:

I

Add text  Clear form

Figure 8 Form for putting new text on the Web
In the form, the user can choose his or her favorite text style among normal, italic, bold or HTML code. Then the user simply follows the instructions on the form to put appropriate text contents into the area. The author’s name is optional. When the user finishes typing, he or she clicks on the Add text button to invoke a CGI script (see Appendix K) to save the file and put the file to the Web. All other system users can see the text immediately.

Each text item is followed by three buttons: the pencil button for re-editing, the capital character A button for appending a reader’s response to the original text, and the scissors button to delete the text item.

The text is readable and appendable by multiple users. When more than one user try to append messages to the same text file at the same time, all the appending messages are saved but the order is slightly different. Figure 9 is the form to append a response to an example text. Appendix L is the CGI script to generate such a form.
Appending text page

-- Name List --

Lisa Lee, Joe Wang, Lily Smith. (Written by Dr. Smith / Mon Oct 23 06:39:48 1995)

Use the form below to add new text.

Text style: Normal ☑️ Italic ☐ Bold

Put your name into the following area:

Append text  Clear form

Figure 9 Form for appending a response to the text item
Locking Facilities for Multiple Readers and Single Writer

Each user has access to all information items in the environment. The system also allows the user to edit the text written earlier by another author. Through this, the system supplies co-authoring facility to the user community. However, when more than one user is trying to edit the same text and save their own changes concurrently, some changes may be lost. This is because the UNIX system allows more than one program to open a file for writing at the same time. This means that if two programs write data to a file at the same time, the data from one write will overwrite the data from the other. The system simply doesn't check to see if a file is already opened when someone else opens it for writing or truncates it.

In order to avoid this, a multiple-readers/single-writer lock is necessary for editing text. Since the editing functionality is achieved through two CGI scripts — one for creating an editing form, and another one for writing the changes from the form to the text — as soon as one user enters the editing form for the text, he or she should put an exclusive lock on that text which prevents other users from editing the same text. After he or she finishes the editing, he or she presses the submit button to invoke the action CGI script to save the changes to the file. Once the saving CGI script is done, the lock file will be released. Then other users can have writing access to that text which has been edited.

Unfortunately, the UNIX system we are using doesn’t have such facility. So we have created our own locking mechanism. Once the user enters the editing form, the system creates a lock file for the text in a special directory /lock/. If other users want to edit the text, the system checks the /lock/ directory to see if there is a lock file for that text. If there is, they will get an error message stating that they cannot enter the editing form right now. Thereby, only one user can gain the access to the editing form for that text. After the user finishes editing, another CGI script is invoked to save the
change. Only then, does the system remove the lock file from the lock directory. Now other users can edit that text again.

Appendix N is the CGI script to generate the text editing form and the file writing lock. Appendix O is the source code to save the changes and release the lock. When the user re-edits a file, he or she can only change the original contents, which means the appending part from other users remains the same.

This locking mechanism also works for the deleting action. If one user is editing the text, no other users can delete this text. Appendix P and Q are the source CGI code for deleting text from a page.

3.4 Implementation Problem: Browser Caching

During the development of the system, a browser caching problem was identified. Most browsers (including the one we are using, "Netscape") have a local cache mechanism that automatically stores the last few pages. This allows the user to backtrack during a session without server access. As long as the server only supplies static, frozen information resources, this causes no problems at all. However, in our environment, the state of the information is dynamic which means the information keeps changing from time to time. This state-information may become inconsistent with that in the front-end especially when data modification happens.

This problem exists because Client/Server protocols like Hypertext Transfer Protocol of the World-Wide Web are stateless. The reaction of the server depends on the request only. To access the server, client programs (browsers) are required. Such browsers are stateless.

So far, even though different approaches have been suggested, the problem of entering or updating data using stateless browsers has not yet been solved[6].
One attractive way is to re-design the back function supplied by the Netscape. Unfortunately, this is impossible. We cannot disable the go back button because the system allows the user to create outside environment links to any locations on the Web, and the user should be able to use the back function to go back to our environment pages. The approach we adopted in this thesis is to design a new navigation system. As shown in the following figure, each page has three initiations buttons at the bottom. Besides these, there are three buttons on top of the page: index, reload and back.

![Netscape: Child page](image)
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Figure 10 Example page
Among the three buttons on the bottom of the page, the first one goes to the home page of the environment, the second goes to the top page of the dynamic information structure, and the third one goes to the parent page of the current page. These buttons actually execute CGI commands to open the desired page and download the most recent information items on that page. In the toolbar on top of the page, the back button is exactly the same as the third button on the bottom.

Figure 11 Dynamic page directory tree
Clicking the index button presents a dynamic page tree directory to the user. It helps the user keep track of the changes to the page structure in the environment. Appendix R is the source code for generating such a dynamic tree. Figure 11 shows part of an index directory tree for an information structure.

For the local browser caching problem, we designed a reload button for each page generated. The button simply reloads the current page so the user can see the changes made by other users. With the reload button, we allow the user to use the Netscape back function to go back to our environment, provided he presses the reload button as soon as he comes back.
Chapter 4  A Dynamic Hypertext Information Structure Development Using Our Environment

In this chapter, we give an example of applications of our environment.

4.1 Home page

![Netscape: Welcome page](image)
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Figure 12 Home page

After the user successfully logs on to the system, the home page (see Figure 12) is presented. Four buttons are available on the toolbar on the home page. By clicking on
these buttons, the user can check the current page-index tree, read the user’s guide, go
to the bulletin board or enter a dynamic information structure. We will now look at the
various pages of the bulletin board and environment by focusing on actual example usage.

4.2 Bulletin Board

By clicking on the Bulletin Board button on the home page, the user enters the
bulletin board page. The bulletin board is designed for the purpose of posting messages
to a group of people and collecting responses. Figure shows what a bulletin board looks
like.

Figure 13 Bulletin board
Under the title are three buttons: Home, Help and Put Message. The first button will navigate the user to go back to the home page of the environment. When the user clicks on the Put Message button, a form for putting messages into the bulletin board is presented to the user as Figure shows. The user can choose his or her favorite text style and follow the instructions to put the text into the form. He or she can also use the Clear form button to clear the whole form. After the user finishes typing text into the form, he or she presses the Put to Bulletin Board button. Now the bulletin board page appears again and this time, it includes the message title the user just enters in, the author's name and date as Figure 13 shows.

Suppose we want to read this message, we can just click on the title and a page with the full contents of the message appears as Figure 14 shows.

Below the message, there are two buttons: capital character A button and scissors button. The first one is used to collect responses from readers. By clicking on it, a page for appending responses presents as Figure shows. The reader can put their response and name which is optional to the form, and then press the Append message button. Now we go back to the bulletin board again. This time, when the user clicks on the message title, he gets not only the original message, but also the response from other users.

The scissors button is used to delete messages from the bulletin board. When the user clicks on it, a text deleting page is presented with the original message and response on it. On this page the user confirms that he really wants to delete that message by choosing the Delete this item operation and then pressing the delete this item button. If the user changes his mind, he can always use the back function supplied by the Netscape to go back to the previous page.
Multiple users can access the bulletin board at the same time. If more than two users are appending responses to the same message, all the responses are saved.

4.3 Dynamic Information Structure

By clicking on the review button on the home page, the user can go to the top page of the dynamic hypertext information structure environment as the following figure shows. Below the page title, there are two rows of buttons. On the first row, there is a reload button which will re-load the current page so the user can get the most recent changes
on that page. This is especially useful when the user is reading the page, and other users make some changes on the same page.

![Netscape: First page](image)
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Figure 15 Top page of the environment

The second row has three buttons: Addtext, Newpage and Newlink.

The Addtext button is used to add text on the current page. The Newpage button is used to create a new page under the current page. The Newlink button can be used to create hyper-link to anywhere on the Web.

**Examples of Application Development**

Suppose we wish to build a dynamic hypertext information structure for faculty members administrative tasks of the School of Computer Science on the Web using the
environment. First we analyze the administrative tasks of faculties as the following figure shows:

![Diagram of Faculty Members Administrative Tasks]

Figure 16 Faculty members administrative tasks

We are going to build a structured page tree which resembles the activity tree shown in the above figure.

Building A Dynamic Hypertext Information Structure for Faculty Members of the School of Computer Science

For each activity, we create a page. From the top page, we click on the Newpage button. As the following figure shows, a form for creating a new page is presented.
Creating a New Page

Operation:

Create a link to a new empty page

Put the page title below:


Or use the Back function to go to the previous page

Create the link reset

Figure 17 Form for creating new page

We put "Faculty Members Administrative Tasks" into the page title area. Then click the Create the link button. A new page with the title of "Faculty Members Administrative Tasks" is presented as the following figure shows.
This page is a slightly different from the top page. At the bottom of the page, there are three navigation buttons instead of one. When clicking on the first one, the user will go right back to the home page, on the second one, to the top page, and on the third one, back to the previous page. In this case, the user will go back to the top page. The rest of the pages will be built up in the same way.

Finally, the Faculty Members Administrative Tasks tree is linked as the following figure shows:
Faculty Members Administrative Tasks

[Index] [Help] [Reload] [Back]

* Addtext * Newpage * NewLink *
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Grad

Undergrad

High School Liaison

Figure 19 Faculty members administrative tasks page
Each page title is a hypertext link to the page. At the end of each page item is a scissors button which allows the user to delete the corresponding page. However, when a page is not empty, the system will not allow the user to remove that page. Besides links to children pages, each page may also have hyper-link to anywhere in the Web, and text messages on them.

On any page, there is a button called "Index". When the user clicks on it, a page with a dynamic page tree index is presented. Here, dynamic means that if a user changes the page structure, this index tree will reflect it. Figure 11 shows part of the dynamic page tree index of the dynamic information structure for faculty members administrative tasks.

Figure 20 is the Counselling page with a student name list and a hyper-link to the registration office.
Counselling

[Index] [Help] [Reload] [Back]

*Addtext* *Newpage* *NewLink*

--Name List--

Lisa Lee, Joe Wang, Lily Smith. *(Written by Dr. Smith / Mon Oct 23 06:39:48 1995)*

--Hyper-Link--

Registration Office *(Created by Dr. Smith / Mon Oct 23 06:40:33 1995)*
Chapter 5  Conclusions and Future work

This chapter explains the conclusions formed as a result of the thesis work and outlines some important extensions.

5.1 Conclusions

In the thesis work, we created an environment for the development and modification of dynamic hypertext information structures on the Web. This environment is based on a Client/Server model using Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP). The information structures can be shared by a group of people. Every member of the group can manipulate all the information in the structure. We focused on creating an interactive environment between the user groups and the Web server. Like all Web documents, this environment consists of pages with text, graphics, and hypertext links to other pages. Unlike most Web documents, a document in this environment does not consist of read-only, frozen information. This environment maintains read/write documents that can be changed, added, and deleted interactively, using a standard Web client. All authorized users can create structured pages, and write, edit, and delete text on pages without knowing Hypertext Markup Language and Hypertext Transfer Protocol. Special system facilities help the users keep track of the changes and additions to the information structure.

We emphasized “Dynamic” in the design phase. Except for the first log-on page to the environment, all the other pages are generated on the fly with CGI scripts, which means when a user downloads a new page, he or she is actually invoking the server to execute the CGI script to check that page directory and generate an HTML page in the format the client can understand. In this way, all information items can be changed by each member in an authorized user group, and the changes are visible to all other
members immediately. When the user uses our navigation facilities to go to another page, he will see the most recent changes on that page. Because of the local caching mechanism of most browsers, when the user is reading the current page and another user changes the same page, the reading side won’t feel the changes. We designed our **reload** functionality to let the user re-download that page when he feels necessary. The reload button will also help the user to reload the current page when he uses the Netscape built-in back function to go back to the environment from an outside link. In order not to cause any confusion and loss, when a user re-edits an item on the page, other users can still read and append responses to that item; but before that user finishes his or her editing, others are forbidden to edit and delete the same item.

The work has shown that it is possible to build a WWW environment which

1. Allows people to share the creation of information.
2. Improves the interactive communication between the Web and the Web users with an easy to use point-and-click interface.
3. Allows people to construct structured Web pages without the knowledge of HTML.
4. Allows the World-Wide Web to be used as a collaborative tool.

### 5.2 Future Work

Currently, every one in an authorized user group has access to all pages in the environment. Each of them can add, change and delete text on all pages and can also create new pages, or delete pages. This is not convenient if it is appropriate to restrict access to certain information items and certain pages in the environment. Future work could include the design of system facilities to help users set up different access restrictions for different pages and information items on each page.
Another area of future work would be to build facilities to move pages and items. Currently, pages and items on the pages cannot be moved within the information structure. Also, the capability of copying a set of structures and pasting them to another page should be considered.
HTML Code of the Log-on Form

<TITLE>Log-on form</TITLE>
<H1><IMG SRC="http://www.cs.uwindsor.ca/units/cs/logo.gif" ALT="[SCHOOL OF COMPUTER SCIENCE]"> Log-on form</H1>

Please enter your <B>user name</B> and <B>password</B>, then press <TT>log-on</TT>.<P>

<form method="post" action="http://www.cs.uwindsor.ca/cgi-bin/wangd/Info/logon">
<dt>User Name:</dt><dd><input size="20" name="uname"></dd>
<dt>Password:</dt><dd><input type="password" size="20" name="passwd"></dd>
<dt>To reset the log-on form, press this button:</dt><dd><input type="reset" value="reset"></dd>
</form>
Function Library for CGI Scripts

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/stat.h>
#include <fcntl.h>
#include <time.h>
#include <ftw.h>

char *path;

void plusInSpace(char *str) {
    register int x;
    for(x=0;str[x];x++) if(str[x] == '+') str[x] = ' ';
}

/*open each file on each page */

int prfile (char *fname, struct stat *statptr, int flag){
    FILE *fp;
    char ch, *p, temp_path[500], *file_path, *title;
    int cl;

    /* get the path name of the current fstrp (can be the current directory name or the file under the directory)*/
    strcpy(temp_path, fname);
    file_path=temp_path;
    if (strcmp(path, file_path)) {
        cl=strlen(fname);
        p=file_path;
        p=p+cl-1;
        while (*p!='/') p--;
        *p=NULL;
    }

    /* open the file in the current directory */
    if (strcmp(path, file_path) ==0) {
        if (flag == FTW_F) {
            fp=fopen(fname, "r");
            ch=getc(fp);
            while (!feof(fp)){
                putchar(ch);
                ch=getc(fp);
            }
            fclose(fp);

            printf("<A href="http://www.cs.uwindsor.ca/cgi-bin/
                    wangi/Info/edit_text_form$\"">", fname);
            printf("<img src="file://home/cs/misc/www/grads/
                    wangi/icon/pen.gif"">");
            printf("</A>");

            printf("<A HREF="http://www.cs.uwindsor.ca/cgi-bin/
                    wangi/Info/append_text_form$\"">", fname);
            printf("<img src="file://home/cs/misc/www/grads/
                    wangi/icon/a.gif"">");
            printf("</A>");
        }
    }

    return 0;
}
printf("<A HREF="http://www.cs.uwindsor.ca/cgi-bin/wangd/Info/delete_text_form%e">", fname);
printf(" <img src="/file:/home/cs/misc/www/grads/wangd/icon/cissorw.gif">");
printf("</A> ");
else if ((flag == FTW_D) && (fname != path)){
p=fname;
cl=strlen(fname);
p=p+cl-1;
while (*p!='/') p--;
p++;
sprintf(temp_path, p);
title=temp_path;
printf("<P>");
printf("<A HREF="http://www.cs.uwindsor.ca/cgi-bin/wangd/Info/open_page">");
printf("%s", fname);
printf("">");
plustospace(title);
printf("%s", title);
printf("</A> ");
printf("<P>");
}
printf("<A HREF="http://www.cs.uwindsor.ca/cgi-bin/wangd/Info/delete_dir%e">", fname);
printf(" <img src="/file:/home/cs/misc/www/grads/wangd/icon/cissorw.gif">");
printf("</A> ");
}
return(0);
}

char *fmakeword(FILE *f, char stop, int *cl) {
int wsize;
char *word;
int ll;

wsize = 102400;
ll=0;
word = (char *) malloc(sizeof(char) * (wsize + 1));

while(1) {
    word[ll] = (char)fgetc(f);
    if(ll==wsize) {
        word[ll+1] = '\0';
        wsize+=102400;
        word = (char*)realloc(word,sizeof(char)*(wsize+1));
    }
    --(*cl);
    if((word[ll] == stop) || (feof(f)) || (!(*cl))) {
        if(word[ll] != stop) ll++;
        word[ll] = '\0';
        return word;
    }
    ll++;
}
}

char x2c(char *what) {
    register char digit;
}
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```c

digit = (what[0] >= 'A' ? ((what[0] & 0xdf) - 'A') + 10 :
    (what[0] - '0'));
digit *= 16;
    (what[1] - '0'));
return (digit);
}

void unescape_url(char *url) {
    register int x, y;
    for (x = 0, y = 0; url[y]++ != 0) {
        if ((url[x] = url[y]) == '-') {
            url[x] = x2c(url[y+1]);
            y += 2;
        }
    }
    url[x] = '\0';
}

char *makeword(char *line, char stop) {
    int x = 0, y;
    char *word = (char *) malloc(sizeof(char) * (strlen(line) + 1));
    for (x = 0; (line[x] && (line[x] != stop)); x++)
        word[x] = line[x];
    word[x] = '\0';
    if (line[x]++ != 0)
        y = 0;
    while (line[y++] = line[x++])
        return word;
}

/* print out the header for each page */
void header(char *path_info) {
    char *p, tmp_path[500], *back_path;
    int cl;
    strcpy(tmp_path, path_info);
    back_path = tmp_path;
    cl = strlen(path_info);
    p = back_path;
    p += cl - 1;
    while (*p != '/') p--;
    *p = NULL;
    p++;
    printf("<DL compact> <DD>");
    printf("[<A href="http://www.cs.uwindsor.ca/cgi-bin/
    wangd/Info/index">Index</A>]<Index</A>)");
    printf("[<A href="http://www.cs.uwindsor.ca">Help</A>]");
    printf("[<A href="http://www.cs.uwindsor.ca/cgi-bin/
    wangd/Info/open_page">Reload</A>]", path_info);
    if ((p != "Homepage") && (cl == 55))
        printf("[<A href="http://www.cs.uwindsor.ca/cgi-bin/
    wangd/Info/open_page">Back</A>]", back_path);
    printf("</DL>"
    );
    printf("<B>");
    printf("*");
}
```

printf(" <A href="http://www.cs.uwindsor.ca/cgi-bin/wangd/Info/add_text_form%s">Addtext</A>", path_info);
printf(" *");
printf(" <A href="http://www.cs.uwindsor.ca/cgi-bin/wangd/Info/create_page_form%s">Newpage</A>", path_info);
printf(" *");
printf(" <A href="http://www.cs.uwindsor.ca/cgi-bin/wangd/Info/create_link_form%s">NewLink</A>", path_info);
printf(" *");
printf("<B>");
}

/* print out the tail for each page */
void tailer(char *path_info){
char *p;
int cl;
cl=strlen(path_info);
p=path_info;
p+=cl-1;
while (*p!='/') p--;
*p=NULL;
p++;
if (p!="Top+Page" && cl!=55) {
    printf("<P>");
    printf("<A HREF="http://www.cs.uwindsor.ca/cgi-bin/wangd/Info/home_page">");
    printf("<img src="file:/home/cs/misc/www/grads/wangd/icon/go_home_btn.gif">");
    printf("</A>");

    printf("<A HREF="http://www.cs.uwindsor.ca/cgi-bin/wangd/Info/review">");
    printf("<img src="file:/home/cs/misc/www/grads/wangd/icon/go_top_btn.gif">");
    printf("</A>");
    printf("<A HREF="http://www.cs.uwindsor.ca/cgi-bin/wangd/Info/open_page">");
    printf("<img src="file:/home/cs/misc/www/grads/wangd/icon/go_up_btn.gif">");
    printf("</A>");
} else {
    printf("<P>");
    printf("<A HREF="http://www.cs.uwindsor.ca/cgi-bin/wangd/Info/home_page">");
    printf("<img src="file:/home/cs/misc/www/grads/wangd/icon/go_home_btn.gif">");
    printf("</A>");
}
CGI Script for Log-on Checking

/* This is the log-on file which checks the legal password for users. */

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>

define PASSWORD "AUB"
define MAX ENTRIES 10

typedef struct {
    char *name;
    char *val;
} entry;

cchar *makeword(char *line, char stop);
cchar *fmakeword(FILE *f, char stop, int *len);
cchar *r2c(char *what);
void unescape_url(char *url);
void plustospace(char *str);

main(int argc, char *argv[]){
    entry entries[MAX_ENTRIES];
    register int x, m=0;
    int cl;

    printf("Content-type: text/html; charset=", 10, 10);
    cl=stoi(getenv("CONTENT_LENGTH"));

    /* sort the stdin file into struct */
    for(x=0; cl &< (!feof(stdin)); x++) {
        m=x;
        entries[x].val = fmakeword(stdin, '&', &cl);
        plustospace(entries[x].val);
        unescape_url(entries[x].val);
        entries[x].name = makeword(entries[x].val, '=');
    }

    if (strcmp(entries[1].val, PASSWORD)) {
        printf("<H1>Logon error</H1><P>";
            printf("Unknown user name or wrong password. <P>";
            printf("Use the 'back' function of your client to try again.<P>";
            exit (1);
        }
        printf("<IMG SRC="http://www.cs.uwindsor.ca/units/cs/logo.png" ALT="[SCHOOL OF COMPUTER SCIENCE]">";
            printf("<TITLE>Welcome page</TITLE>"
            printf("<H1> Welcome to the Dynamic Hypertext Informaiton Structure Creating Environment</H1><P>");
            printf("<DL compact> <DD>";
            printf("[<A href="http://www.cs.uwindsor.ca">Index</A>]");
            printf("[<A href="http://www.cs.uwindsor.ca">Help</A>]");
            printf("[<A href="http://www.cs.uwindsor.ca/cgi-bin/wangd/Info/Review">Review</A>]");
            printf("[<A href="http://www.cs.uwindsor.ca/cgi-bin/wangd/BB/bulletin_board">bulletin board</A>]";
            printf("</DL>";*/
            printf("<B>*";
            printf("[<A href="http://www.cs.uwindsor.ca/cgi-bin/wangd/Info/index">Index </A>*";
            printf("[<A href="http://www.cs.uwindsor.ca">
User's Guide</A>*";
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```c
int rind(char *s, char c) {
    register int x;
    for(x=strlen(s) - 1; x != -1; x--)
        if(s[x] == c) return x;
    return -1;
}
```
Form for Creating New Page

/* This program generates a form for creating a new page. */

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/stat.h>
#include <fcntl.h>
#include <ftw.h>
#include <time.h>

main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
    char *path;

    printf("Content-type: text/html\r\n\r\n", 10, 10);

    path=getenv("PATH_INFO");

    printf("<TITLE>Creating new Page</TITLE>\r\n\r
    <H1> Creating a New Page</H1>\r\n\r
    <HR>\r\n    <FORM METHOD="POST" ACTION="http://www.cs.uwindsor.ca/cgi-bin/wangd/Info/create_page%S">", path);

    printf("<DL>\r\n    \r\n    <P>Put the page title below:<P>\r\n    <P>Or use the <B>back</B> function to go to the previous page<P>\r\n    </DL>\r\n    \r\n    <INPUT TYPE="submit" VALUE="Create the link">\r\n    <INPUT TYPE="reset" VALUE="reset">\r\n    </FORM>\r\n    ");

}
CGI Script for Creating New Page

/* This program creates a new page for the information structure. */

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/stat.h>
#include <fcntl.h>
#include <ftw.h>
#include <time.h>
#include <string.h>

#define MAX_ENTRIES 100

typedef struct {
    char *name;
    char *val;
} entry;

char *makeword(char *line, char stop);
char *fmakeword(FILE *f, char stop, int *len);
char x2c(char *what);
void unescape_url(char *url);
void plusostospace(char *str);
int prfile (char *fname, struct stat *statptr, int flag);
void header(char *path_info);
void tailer(char *path_info);

char *path;

main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
    entry entries[MAX_ENTRIES];
    register int x=0;
    int cl, random;
    char ch, buf[500], buf1[500], buf2[500], *p, *slash, *d;
    char name_buf[500], name_buf2[500], name_buf3[500], *pf;
    int m, n;
    char *constant;
    char *pagename, page_title[500], *tmp_page_title, *pt, *new_page_path;
    FILE *fd;
    time_t now;
    srand((int) time(NULL));

    printf("Content-type: text/html; charset=", 10, 10);

    cl = atoi(getenv("CONTENT_LENGTH"));

    path=getenv("PATH_INFO");
    new_page_path=getenv("PATH_INFO");
    pt=fmakeword(stdin,'&',&cl);

    /* plusostospace(pt); */
    unescape_url(pt);

    strcpy(name_buf3, pt);
    pf=name_buf3;
    while (*pf != '=' || pf++)
        pf++;
    plusostospace(pf);
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strcpy(name_buf1, pt);
c1=strlen(pt);
m=0;
n=0;
while (n <= c1) {
    if (name_buf1[n] != '\n') {
        name_buf2[m]=name_buf1[n];
        m++;
        n++;
    }
    if (name_buf1[n] == '\n') {
        name_buf2[m]='\n';
        m++;
        name_buf2[m]=name_buf1[n];
        m++;
        n++;
    }
}
pagename=name_buf2;
    while (*pagename != '=') pagename++;
pagename++;

while (*pt != '=') pt++;
pt++;

/* change to the current page directory */
chdir(path);

/* create a directory for the new page */
sprintf(buf, "mkdir %s", pagename);
system(buf);

/* change mode of the new directory */
sprintf(buf, "chmod a+rw %s", pagename);
system(buf);

/* get the path for the new page*/
slash="/",
strcat(new_page_path, slash);
strcat(new_page_path, pagename);

/* get the title for that page */
/* cl=strlen(path);
p=path;
p=p+cl-1;
while (*p!='/') p--;
p++;
tmp_page_title=p;
strcpy(page_title, tmp_page_title);
plustospace(page_title);*/

plustospace(pagename);
printf("<TITLE>Child page</TITLE>");
printf("<H1> %s </H1>", pf);
header(new_page_path);
ftw(new_page_path, prfile, 30);
tailer(new_page_path);
CGI Script for Opening A Page

/* This program is used to open a page*/

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/stat.h>
#include <fcntl.h>
#include <ftw.h>
#include <time.h>

int profile (char *fname, struct stat *statptr, int flag);
void plustospace(char *str);
void header(char *path_info);
void tailer(char *path_info);

char *path;

main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
    char *p, title[100], *pt;
    int cl;

    printf("Content-type: text/html;charset",10,10);

    path=getenv("PATH_INFO");

    /* pick out the page title from the environment variable */
    pt=path;
    cl=strlen(path);
    pt=pt+cl-1;
    while (*pt != '/') pt--;
    pt++;
    strcpy(title, pt);
    plustospace(title);

    printf("<TITLE>Child page</TITLE>");
    printf("<H1>");
    printf("%s", title);
    printf("</H1>");
    header(path);
    ftw (path, profile, 30);
    tailer(path);
CGI Script for Deleting A Page

/* This program is used to delete the page */

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/stat.h>
#include <fcntl.h>
#include <time.h>
#include <ftw.h>
#include <string.h>

int dirfile (char *fname, struct stat *statptr, int flag);
int prfile (char *fname, struct stat *statptr, int flag);
void header(char *path_info);
void tailer(char *path_info);
void plustospace(char *str);

char *path;
int file_number;

main(int argc, char *argv[]){
char *page_name, buf[500], *p, tmp_page_title[500], page_title[500];
it cl;

printf("Content-type: text/html\r\n", 10, 10);

page_name=getenv("PATH_INFO");
path=getenv("PATH_INFO");
file_number=-1;
ftw(page_name, dirfile, 30);
if (file_number > 0) {
printf("<H1> The page is not empty.<P>\n");
printf("Please press the back button to go back.<H1><P>\n");
}
if (file_number == 0) {
sprintf(buf, "%rm "<s", page_name);
system(buf);
p=page_name;
c1=[strlen(page_name)];
p=p+c1-1;
while(*p != '/') p--;
*p=NULL;
p--;
while(*p != '/') p--;
p++;
strcpy(page_title, p);
plustospace(page_title);
printf("<TITLE>Child page</TITLE>\n");
printf("<H1>\n");
printf("<s", page_title);
printf("<H1>\n");
header(page_name);
/*printf("page_name is %s<P", page_name);
printf("path is %s<P", path);*/
ftw (path, prfile, 30);
tailer(path);}
}
int dirfile (char *fname, struct stat *statptr, int flag)
{
    file_number++;
    return(0);
}
Form for Creating New Hyper-Link

/* This handles creating a new hyper-link */

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>

main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
    char *path;

    printf("Content-type: text/html\r\n",

    path = getenv( "PATH_INFO" );

    printf("<TITLE>Creating Hyper-link</TITLE>" );
    printf("<H1> Hyper-Link creating page</H1>" );
    printf("<HR>" );
    printf("<FORM METHOD="POST" ACTION="http://www.cs.uwindsor.ca/
    cgi-bin/wangd/Info/create_link%c" >", path );
    printf("Put the anchor into the following area: <P>" );
    printf("<INPUT TYPE="text" name="anchor" >" );
    printf("Put the URL into the following area: <P>" );
    printf("<TEXTAREA ROWS=5 COLS=50 NAME="text" ></TEXTAREA>" );
    printf("<P>" );
    printf("Put your name into the following area: <P>" );
    printf("<INPUT TYPE="text" size="20" name="wname" >" );
    printf("<P>" );

    printf("<INPUT type="submit" value="create link" >" );
    printf("<INPUT TYPE="reset" value="Clear form" >" );
    printf("</FORM>" );
}
CGI Script for Creating New Hyper-Link

/* This program is used to create hyper-link to a page */

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/stat.h>
#include <fcntl.h>
#include <time.h>
#include <ftw.h>
#include <unistd.h>

#define MAX_ENTRIES 100

typedef struct {
  char *name;
  char *val;
} entry;

car *makeword(char *line, char stop);
car *fmakeword(FILE *f, char stop, int *len);
car x2c(char *what);
void unescape_url(char *url);
void plusisspace(char *str);
int profile (char *fname, struct stat *statptr, int flag);
void header(char *path_info);
void tailer(char *path_info);

car *path;
char buf[2000];

main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
  entry entries[MAX_ENTRIES];
  register int x, m=0;
  int cl, random;
  char ch, buf1[500], buf2[500], tmp_page_title[500], *page_title, *s;
  int fd;
  time_t now;
  srand((int) time(NULL));
  printf("Content-type: text/html%c",10,10);
  cl = atoi(getenv("CONTENT_LENGTH"));
  path=getenv("PATH_INFO");
  for(x=0; cl && (!feof(stdin)); x++) {
    m=x;
    entries[x].val = fmakeword(stdin, ',', &cl);
    plusisspace(entries[x].val);
    unescape_url(entries[x].val);
    entries[x].name = makeword(entries[x].val, '\0');
  }
  /* create a random name for the new file */
  chdir (path);
  random=rand();
  sprintf(buf1, "%d", random);
  fd=open(buf1, O_CREAT|O_WRONLY);
}
/* put contents to the file */
s="<H4>--Hyper-Link--</H4><P>");
strcpy(buf, s);
encry(0);
write(fd, buf, strlen(s));
s="<A HREF="
"">"
strcpy(buf, s);
encry(0);
write(fd, buf, strlen(s));
s=entries[1].val;
strcpy(buf, s);
encry(0);
write(fd, buf, strlen(s));
s="</A>"
strcpy(buf, s);
encry(0);
write(fd, buf, strlen(s));

/* attach date & author's name to the end of the file */
s=" (<I>Created by ");
strcpy(buf, s);
encry(0);
write(fd, buf, strlen(s));
s=entries[2].val;
strcpy(buf, s);
encry(0);
write(fd,buf, strlen(s));
s="/"
strcpy(buf, s);
encry(0);
write(fd, buf, strlen(s));
time(&now);
s=cftime(&now);
strcpy(buf, s);
encry(0);
write(fd, buf, strlen(s));
s="/I">
strcpy(buf, s);
encry(0);
write(fd, buf, strlen(s));
close(fd);

/* change file mode */
sprintf(buf2, "chmod a+rw %s", buf1);
system(buf2);

/* get the title for that page */
cl=strlen(path);
strcpy(tmp_page_title, path);
page_title=tmp_page_title;
page_title=page_title+cl-1;
while (*page_title="/" page_title--;
page_title++;
plustospaces(page_title);

/* open each file on the page */
printf("<TITLE>Text page</TITLE>");
printf("<H1>%s</H1>", page_title);
header(path);
ftw(path, prfile, 30);
tailer(path);
}
encry(int index){
    index=0;
    while (buf[index] != '\0') {
        buf[index]="buf[index];
        index++;
    }
    buf[index]=\0;
}
Form for Adding New Text

/* This handles generating a form for putting new text to the page */
/* If user chooses using HTML mode, they can also create hyperlinks. */

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>

#define MAX_ENTRIES 1000

int main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
  char *path;

  printf("Content-type: text/html\c\c", 10, 10);
  path=getenv("PATH_INFO");

  printf("<TITLE>Adding Text</TITLE>");
  printf("<H1> Text adding page</H1>");
  printf("<HR>");
  printf("<FORM METHOD="POST" ACTION="http://www.cs.uwindsor.ca/
cgi-bin/wangd/Info/add_text\s">", path);
  printf("<DL>");
  printf("<DT><B>Select one text style: </B>");
  printf("<input type="radio" name="textstyle" value="normal1" CHECKED>Normal">
<DT><I>Italic</I>");
  printf("<input type="radio" name="textstyle" value="italicc" >"I>Italic</I>");
  printf("<input type="radio" name="textstyle" value="boldd" >"B>Bold</B>";
  printf("<input type="radio" name="textstyle" value="html1" >HTML code";
  printf("</DL>");
  printf("Put the title into the following area: <P>");
  printf("<INPUT TYPE="text" name="title" >\<P>"
  printf("Put your name into the following area: <P>");
  printf("<INPUT TYPE="text" size="20" name="wname" >\<P>"
  printf("<P>"
  printf("Put the content into the following form:<P>");
  printf("<TEXTAREA ROWS=10 COLS=55 NAME="text"</TEXTAREA>";
  printf("<P>"
  printf("<INPUT type="submit" value="Add text" >";
  printf("<INPUT TYPE="reset" value="Clear form" >";
  printf("</FORM>";
}
**CGI Script for Adding New Text**

/* This handles adding new text to the page */
/* If user chooses using HTML mode, they can also create hyperlinks. */

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>

#define MAX_ENTRIES 1000

main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
    char *path;

    printf("Content-type: text/html\n\n", 10, 10);

    path=getenv("PATH_INFO");

    printf("<TITLE>Adding Text</TITLE>\n");
    printf("<H1> Text adding page</H1>\n");
    printf("<HR>\n");
    printf("<FORM METHOD="POST" ACTION="http://www.cs.uwindsor.ca/cgi-bin/wangd/Info/add_text.ip"\n\n", path);
    printf("<DL>\n");
    printf("<DT><B>Select one text style: </B>\n");
    printf("<input type="radio" name="textstyle" value="normal">Normal\n");
    printf("<input type="radio" name="textstyle" value="italic">Italic\n");
    printf("<input type="radio" name="textstyle" value="bold">Bold\n");
    printf("<INPUT TYPE="text" size="20" name="wname">\n");
    printf("<P>\n");

    printf("Put the content into the following form: \n");
    printf("<TEXTAREA ROWS=10 COLS=55 NAME="text"\n\n", path);
    printf("</TEXTAREA>\n");
    printf("<P>\n");

    printf("<INPUT type="submit" value="Add text">\n");
    printf("<INPUT TYPE="reset" value="Clear form">\n");
    printf("</FORM>\n");
}
Form for Appending Messages

/* This program is used to generate a form for appending message to the original file.*/

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/stat.h>
#include <fcntl.h>
#include <time.h>
#include <ftw.h>

int prfile (char *fname, struct stat *statptr, int flag);

main(int argc, char *argv[]){
char *fname, buf[100], *p, ch;
FILE *fd;

printf("Content-type: text/html; charset=", 10, 10);

fname=getenv("PATH_INFO");
fd=fopen(fname, "r");
printf("<H1>");
printf("Appending text page");
printf("</H1>");
ch=getc(fd);
while (!feof(fd)){
putchar("ch");
ch=getc(fd);
}
fclose(fd);
printf("<HR>");
printf("Use the form below to add new text.");
printf("<HR>");
printf("<FORM METHOD="post" ACTION="http://www.cs.uwindsor.ca/cgi-bin/wangd/info/append_text&">", fname);

printf("<DL>");
printf("<DT><B>Text style:</B>");
printf("<input type="radio" name="textstyle" value="normal" CHECKED>Normal">

printf("<input type="radio" name="textstyle" value="italic">

printf("<input type="radio" name="textstyle" value="bold">

printf("<TEXTAREA ROWS=10 COLS=55 NAME="Text"/>");
printf("</TEXTAREA">");

printf("<P>");

printf("Put your name into the following area:<P>");
printf("<INPUT TYPE="text" size="20" name="wname"/>");
printf("</P>");

printf("<INPUT TYPE="submit" VALUE="Append text"/>");
printf("<INPUT TYPE="reset" VALUE="Clear form"/>");
printf("</FORM>");
}
CGI Script for Appending Messages

/* This program appends text to the original file */

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/stat.h>
#include <fcntl.h>
#include <time.h>
#include <ftw.h>
#include <unistd.h>

#define MAX_ENTRIES 100

typedef struct {
    char *name;
    char *val;
} entry;

char *makeword(char *line, char *stop);
char *fmakeword(FILE *f, char *stop, int *len);
char x2c(char *what);
void unescape_url(char *url);
void plusospace(char *str);
int prfile (char *fname, struct stat *statptr, int flag);
void header(char *path_info);
void tailer(char *path_info);

char *path;
char buf[2000];

main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
    entry entries[MAX_ENTRIES];
    register int i, m=0;
    int cl;
    int fd;
    time_t now;
    srand((int) time(NULL));

    printf("Content-type: text/html%c",10,10);
    cl = atoi(getenv("CONTENT_LENGTH"));

    for(x=0; x < cl; x++ ) {
        m=x;
        entries[x].val = fmakeword(stdin,&',&cl);
        plusospace(entries[x].val);
        unescape_url(entries[x].val);
        entries[x].name = makeword(entries[x].val, '\n');
    }

    /* open the original file in the appending mode */
    fname=getenv("PATH_INFO");
    fd=open(fname, O_WRONLY | O_APPEND);

    /* lock the file until this action is complete */
    lockf(fd, F_LOCK, 0);
/* put contents into the file */
if (0(strcmp(entries[0].val, "italicc")){
    s="<i>",
    strcpy(buf, s);
    encry(buf);
    write(fd, buf, strlen(s));
    s=entries[1].val;
    strcpy(buf, s);
    encry(buf);
    write(fd, buf, strlen(s));
    s="</i>",
    strcpy(buf, s);
    encry(buf);
    write(fd, buf, strlen(s));
}
else if (0(strcmp(entries[0].val, "boldd")){
    s="<b>",
    strcpy(buf, s);
    encry(buf);
    write(fd, buf, strlen(s));
    s=entries[1].val;
    strcpy(buf, s);
    encry(buf);
    write(fd, buf, strlen(s));
    s="</b>",
    strcpy(buf, s);
    encry(buf);
    write(fd, buf, strlen(s));
}
else {
    s=entries[1].val;
    strcpy(buf, s);
    encry(buf);
    write(fd, buf, strlen(s));
}

/* attach date & author's name to the end of the file */
s=" (<i>Appended by ").
    strcpy(buf, s);
    encry(buf);
    write(fd, buf, strlen(s));
    s=entries[2].val;
    strcpy(buf, s);
    encry(buf);
    write(fd, buf, strlen(s));
    s="/ ".
    strcpy(buf, s);
    encry(buf);
    write(fd, buf, strlen(s));
    time(&now);
    s=cftime(&now);
    strcpy(buf, s);
    encry(buf);
    write(fd, buf, strlen(s));
    s="</i><p>",
    strcpy(buf, s);
    encry(buf);
    write(fd, buf, strlen(s));
    close(fd);

/* get the title for that page */
cl=strlen(fname);
p=fname;
p=p+cl-1;
while (*p!='/') p--; 
*p=NULL; 
path=fname; 
p--; 
while (*p!='/') p--; 
p++; 
tmp_page_title=p; 
strcpy(page_title, tmp_page_title); 
plustospace(page_title); 

/* open each file in page1 directory */
printf("<TITLE>Text page</TITLE>");
printf("<H1>%s</H1>", page_title);
header(path);
ftw (path, prfile, 30);
tailer(path);
}

encry(int index){
  index=0;
  while (buf[index] !='\0') {
    buf[index]=~buf[index];
    index++;
  }
  buf[index]='\0';
}
Form for Editing Text

/* This program is used to create a form to edit the original text. */
#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/stat.h>
#include <sys/uio.h>
#include <fcntl.h>
#include <time.h>
#include <fcntl.h>
#define BUF_SIZE 10000
int pfclose (char *fname, struct stat *statptr, int flag);
char *lock_path;
int boolean;
main(int argc, char *argv[]){
char *fname, tmp_fname[500], *lock_fname, *p, ch;
FILE *fd, *lock_file;
int fp, f;
int length;
char lock_index[500][500];
int plfile(char *file_name, struct stat *statptr, int flag);
printf("Content-type: text/html\c\c", 18, 18);
fname=getenv("PATH_INFO");
/* checking the lock directory to see if the file is being Edited by another user */
lock_path="/opt/local/WWW/Servers/NCSA/cgi-bin/wangd/Info/lock";
boolean=0;
strcpy(tmp_fname, fname);
lock_fname=tmp_fname;
bp=lock_fname;
bp=bp+strlen(lock_fname)-1;
while (*bp == '/') bp--;
lock_fname=bp;
strcat(lock_path, lock_fname);
ftw(lock_path, plfile, 1);
if (boolean == 1) {
printf("<H1>The file is being edited by another user. <P>");
printf("You cannot edit it now. Try later. <P>");
printf("Please use the back function to go back to the previous page. <H1>\";
} else {
fp=fopen(lock_path, O_WRONLY | O_CREAT, 0666);
close(fp);
printf("<IMG SRC="/home/cs/misc/www/grads/wangd/icon/Warning_btn.gif\">");
printf("<BLINK><H1> Once you enter this page, you have to press the edit button. It's forbidden to use the back function to go back to the previous page. </H1></BLINK><P> ");
printf("<HR>\");
printf("<HR>Use the form below to edit the original text</B>\");
printf("<HR>\");
printf("\"<FORM METHOD="post" ACTION="http://www.cs.uwindsor.ca /cgi-bin/wangd/Info/edit_text\">", fname);
printf("<DL>");
printf("<DT><B>Text style:<B>*/
printf("<input type="radio" name="textstyle" value="normal" CHECKED>Normal">
printf("<input type="radio" name="textstyle" value="italic"><I>Italic</I></B>");
printf("<input type="radio" name="textstyle" value="bold"><B>Bold</B"></B>");
printf("</DL>*/

/* Allocate and clear buffer for file input */
buf=malloc(BUF_SIZE);
if (! buf) {
printf("memory request failed\n");
exit(1);
}
for (t=0; t<BUF_SIZE; t++) *(buf+t)='\0';
/* open the original file in read mode */
fp=fopen(fname, O_RDONLY);
length=malloc(buf, Buf_SIZE);
/* omit the first six characters "<H4>-"*/
bp=buf;
while (*bp != NULL) {
 *bp="-"*(bp);
 bp++;
 bp_h-buf+6;
 printf(buf, "%s", bp_h);
 /* pick out the title */
 bp=memchr(buf, '-', 999);
while (*bp) {
 if (((*bp)=='-') &&
 (*bp+1)=='-') &&
 (*bp+2)=='<' &&
 (*bp+3)=='/' &&
 (*bp+4)='H') &&
 (*bp+5)=='4') &&
 (*bp+6)=='>' &&
 (*bp+7)=='<') &&
 (*bp+8)=='P') &&
 (*bp+9)=='>']) {
 bp_t=bp+10;
 *bp=NULL;
 title=buf;
 } else {
 do {
 bp++;
 while (((bp) & ((bp) != '-')));
 }
}
}
printf("title is %s<BR>", title);
/* put the title into the title area */
printf("Title: ");
printf("<INPUT TYPE="text" NAME="title" VALUE="%s">", title);
/* pick out the original file contents without the appending message*/
printf(buf, "%s", bp_t);
bp=memchr(buf, '\(', BUF_SIZE);
while (*bp) {
 if (((*bp)=='(') &&
 (*bp+1)=='<' &&
 (*bp+2)=='I') &&
 (*bp+3)=='>') ) {
 *bp=NULL;
}
```c
contents = buf;
bpt = bp + 4;
} else {
do {
bp++;
} while (*bp & (*bp) != '');
}
/* put contents into the textarea */
printf("<P>Contents:<P>");
printf("<TEXTAREA ROWS=10 COLS=55 NAME="Text">");
printf("%s", contents);
printf("</TEXTAREA>");
printf("<P>");
printf("Put your name into the following area:<P>");
printf("<INPUT TYPE="text" size="20" name="wname">");
printf("<P>");
printf("<INPUT TYPE="submit" VALUE="Perform Edit">");
printf("<INPUT TYPE="reset" VALUE="Reset form">");
/* put the rest of the file into a hidden input
which means can't be re-edited */
while (*bp_t != '\0') bp_t++;
bp = bp_t + 4;
if (*bp != '\0') {
    appends = bp;
    printf("<P>");
    printf("The following text is the appending message to the original file: <P>");
    printf("<TEXTAREA ROWS=3 COLS=55 NAME="append">");
    printf("%s", appends);
    printf("</TEXTAREA>");
}
close(fd);
free(buf);
printf("</FORM>");
}
int plfile(char *file_name, struct stat *statptr, int flag) {
    if (strcmp(file_name, lock_path) == 0) {
        boolean = 1;
        return(1);
    } else return (0);
```
CGI Script for Editing Text

/* This program re-edits the original file */

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/stat.h>
#include <fcntl.h>
#include <time.h>
#include <fw.h>
#include <unistd.h>

#define MAX_ENTRIES 100

typedef struct {
    char *name;
    char *val;
} entry;

char *makeword(char *line, char *stop);
char *freadline(FILE *f, char *stop, int *len);
char x2c(char *what);
void unescape_url(char *url);
void plusisspace(char *str);
int prfile (char *fname, struct stat *statptr, int flag);
void header(char *path_info);
void tailer(char *path_info);

char *path;
char buf[1000];

main(int argc, char *argv[]) {
    entry entries[MAX_ENTRIES];
    register int i, m=0;
    int cl;
    char *p, *fname, *tmp_page_title, page_title[500], tmp_fname[500];
    int fd;
    char *s, *lock_path, *lock_fname, rm_buf[500];
    time_t now;
    srand((int) time(NULL));

    printf("Content-type: text/html\r\n\r\n10,10);"
    cl = atoi(getenv("CONTENT_LENGTH"));
    for(x=0; x < (1 + (!feof(stdin)))); x++) {
    m=x;
    entries[x].val = freadline(stdin, ', ', &cl);
    plusisspace(entries[x].val);
    unescape_url(entries[x].val);
    entries[x].name = makeword(entries[x].val, '\"');
    }

    /* open the original file in read and write mode */
    fname=getenv("PATH_INFO");
    fd=open(fname, O_WRONLY);
/* put title to the file */
s="<H4>--";
strcpy(buf, s);
encyr(0);
write(fd, buf, strlen(s));
s=entries[1].val;
strcpy(buf, s);
encyr(0);
write(fd, buf, strlen(s));
s="--</H4><p>";
strcpy(buf, s);
encyr(0);
write(fd, buf, strlen(s));

/* put contents to the file */
if (!strcmp(entries[0].val, "italico")){
s="<I>";
strcpy(buf, s);
encyr(0);
write(fd, buf, strlen(s));
s=entries[2].val;
strcpy(buf, s);
encyr(0);
write(fd, buf, strlen(s));
s="</I>";
strcpy(buf, s);
encyr(0);
write(fd, buf, strlen(s));
}
else if (!strcmp(entries[0].val, "bOLDd")){
s="<B>";
strcpy(buf, s);
encyr(0);
write(fd, buf, strlen(s));
s=entries[2].val;
strcpy(buf, s);
encyr(0);
write(fd, buf, strlen(s));
s="</B>";
strcpy(buf, s);
encyr(0);
write(fd, buf, strlen(s));
}
else {
    s=entries[2].val;
    strcpy(buf, s);
    encyr(0);
    write(fd, buf, strlen(s));
}

/* attach new date & author's name to the end of the file */
s=" (<I>Changed by ":
strcpy(buf, s);
encyr(0);
write(fd, buf, strlen(s));
s=entries[3].val;
strcpy(buf, s);
encyr(0);
write(fd, buf, strlen(s));
s="/";
strcpy(buf, s);
encyr(0);
write(fd, buf, strlen(s));
time(&now);...
s=cftime(&now);
strcpy(buf, s);
encry(0);
write(fd, buf, strlen(s));
s="/P">"
};
strcpy(buf, s);
encry(0);
write(fd, buf, strlen(s));

/* put the appending message to the file */
if (m==4) {
  s=entries[4].val;
  strcpy(buf, s);
  encry(0);
  write(fd, buf, strlen(s));}

close(fd);

/* remove the file name from the lock directory, so the other
users can edit it. */
strcpy(tmp_fname, fname);
lock_fname=tmp_fname;
p=lock_fname;
p=p+strlen(lock_fname)-1;
while (*p != '/ ') p--;
lock_fname=p;
lock_path="/opt/local/www/Servers/NCSA/cgi-bin/wangd/Info/lock";
strcat(lock_path, lock_fname);
sprintf(rm_buf, "%s", lock_path);
system(rm_buf);

/* get the title for that page */
cl,strlen(fname);
p=fname;
p=p+cl-1;
while (*p != '/ ') p--;
*p=NULL;
path=fname;
p--;
while (*p != '/ ') p--;
p++;
tmp_page_title=p;
strcpy(page_title, tmp_page_title);
plustospace(page_title);

/* open each file in pagel directory */
printf("<TITLE>Test page</TITLE>");
printf("<H1>%s</H1>", page_title);
header(path);
ftw(path, prfile, 30);
tailer(path);
}

encry(int index){
  index=0;
  while (buf[index] != '\0') {
    buf[index]="buf[index];
    index++;
  }
  buf[index]="\0";}
Form for Deleting Text

/* This program is used to create a deleting text form. */

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/stat.h>
#include <fcntl.h>
#include <time.h>
#include <ftw.h>

char *path;
char *lock_path;
int boolean;

main(int argc, char *argv[]){
    char *fname, buf[100], *p, ch;
    FILE *fd;
    char tmp_fname[500], *lock_fname;
    int pfile(char *file_name, struct stat *statptr, int flag);

    printf("Content-type: text/html;charset", 10, 10);

    fname=getenv("PATH_INFO");

    /* check if the file is being edited by another user */
    lock_path="/opt/local/WWW/Servers/NCSA/cgi-bin/wangd/Info/lock";
    boolean=0;
    strcpy(tmp_fname, fname);
    lock_fname=tmp_fname;
    p=lock_fname;
    while (*p != '/') p--;
    lock_fname=p;
    strcat(lock_path, lock_fname);
    ftw(lock_path, pfile, 1);
    if (boolean == 1) {
        printf("<H1>The file is being edited by another user. <P>");
        printf("<H1>You cannot delete it. </H1><P>");
        printf("<H1>Please use the back function to go back to the previous page.<H1>");
    } else {
        fd=fopen(fname, "r");
        printf("<H1>");
        printf("Text deleting page");
        printf("<H1>");
        ch=getc(fd);
        while (!feof(fd)){
            printf("<HR>");
            ch=getc(fd);
            fclose(fd);
            printf("<BODY TEXT="#FFFFF">:\n
            printf("<FORM METHOD=""POST" ACTION="http://www.cs.uwindsor.ca/cgi-bin/wangd/Info/delete_text&fname", fname):";";
            printf("<B>Operation: </B><P>");
            printf("<INPUT TYPE="submit" VALUE="Delete this item">";
            printf("<P>");
            printf("Or Use the <B>back function</B> to go to the previous page";
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printf("</FORM>");
printf("</BODY>");
}
}

int plfile (char *file_name, struct stat *statptr, int flag)
{
    if (strcmp(file_name, lock_path) == 0) {
        boolean=1;
        return(1);
    } else return(0);
}
// This program is used to delete the text

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/stat.h>
#include <fcntl.h>
#include <time.h>
#include <ftw.h>

int prfile (char *fname, struct stat *statptr, int flag);
void header(char *path_info);
void tailer(char *path_info);

char *path;
char *lock_path;
int boolen;

main(int argc, char *argv[]){
  char *fname, buf[500], *p, *tmp_page_title, page_title[500],
  tmp_fname[500], *lock_fname;
  int cl;
  FILE *fd;

  printf("Content-type: text/html%c", 10, 10);

  fname=getenv("PATH_INFO");
  sprintf(buf, "rm %s", fname);
  system(buf);

  /* get the title for that page */
  cl=strlen(fname);
  p=fname;
  p=p+cl-1;
  while (*p=='/') p--;
  *p=NULL;
  path=fname;
  p--;
  while (*p=='/') p--;
  p++;
  tmp_page_title=p;
  strcpy(page_title, tmp_page_title);
  plustospace(page_title);

  /* open each file in page1 directory */
  printf("<TITLE>Text page</TITLE>");
  printf("<H1>%s</H1", page_title);
  header(path);
  ftw (path, prfile, 30);
  tailer(path);
}
CGI Script for Creating Index Tree

/* This program presents the index directory tree of the IS */

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/stat.h>
#include <fcntl.h>
#include <time.h>
#include <ftw.h>
#include <string.h>

#define SPACE 3

void plustospace(char *str);

typedef struct {
    char node[800];
    int length;
    int child;
} directory;

int dfile (char *fname, struct stat *statptr, int flag);

directory tree[800];

car *path; /* tree[500][50000]; */

int i, max;

int y;

main(int argc, char *argv[]) {

    printf("Content-type: text/html\r\n\r\n");

    path="/opt/local/WWW/Servers/NCSA/cgi-bin/wangd/Info/Top+Page";

    printf("<TITLE>Index Page</TITLE>\r\n\r\n");

    printf("<H1>Directory Index</H1>\r\n\r\n");

    i=0;

    max=0;

    ftw (path, dfile, 30);

    printf("<BR>\r\n\r\n");

    printf("<PRE>\r\n\r\n");

    for (y=0; y<i; y++) {plustospace(tree[y].node);
        printf("%s<BR">,tree[y].node);
        printf("</PRE>\r\n\r\n");

    }

    int dfile (char *fname, struct stat *statptr, int flag){


        int cl, x, n, index;

        int count;

        if (flag==FTW_D) {
            printf(buf1, fname);

            info_path=buf1;

            p=info_path;

            cl=strlen(info_path);

            p=p+cl-1;

            while (*p != '/') p--;

            printf(buf2, p);

            name=buf2;

            *p=NULL;

        }

    }
while (*p != '/') p--;  
parent=p;

p=fname;  
index=0;  
for (count=0; count<=cl; count++) {  
   if (*p==')') index++;  
p++;  
}  
index=index-9;

if ((strcmp(name, "/Top+Page")==0) && index==0) {  
max=strlen(name);  
sprintf(tree[i].node, name);  
tree[i].length=strlen(name);  
tree[i].child=0;  
}
   else if ((strcmp(parent, tree[i].node)==0)) {  
tree[i].child++;  
sprintf(tree[i+1].node, " ");  
sprintf(tree[i+2].node, ": ");  
sprintf(tree[i+3].node, "");  
i=i+4;  
sprintf(tree[i].node, name);  
tree[i].length=strlen(name);  
tree[i].child=0;  
if (max < strlen(name)) max=strlen(name);  
}
   else {
   x=index-1;
   x=x*4;

   if ((x==i) && tree[i].child ==0)
   [tree[i].child++;  
sprintf(tree[i+1].node, " ");  
sprintf(tree[i+2].node, " ");  
sprintf(tree[i+3].node, " ");  
sprintf(tree[i+4].node, " ");  
}

   count=max-tree[i].length-2;
   for (n=0; n<=count; n++) [strcat(tree[i+1].node, " ");  
strcat(tree[i+2].node, " ");  
strcat(tree[i+3].node, " ");  
strcat(tree[i+4].node, " ");  
strcat(tree[i+1].node, " ");  
strcat(tree[i+2].node, ": ");  
strcat(tree[i+3].node, ": ");  
strcat(tree[i+4].node, ": ");  
i=i+4;  
strcat(tree[i].node, name);  
tree[i].length=strlen(name);  
tree[i].child=0;  
if (max< strlen(tree[i].node)) max=strlen(tree[i].node);]
   else if (tree[x].child ==0) [  
   tree[x].child++;  
   count=max-tree[x].length-strlen(tree[x+1].node)-1;
   for (n=0; n<=count; n++) [strcat(tree[x+1].node, " ");  
strcat(tree[x+2].node, " ");  
strcat(tree[x+3].node, " ");  
strcat(tree[x+4].node, " ");  
strcat(tree[x+1].node, " ");  
strcat(tree[x+2].node, ": ");  
strcat(tree[x+3].node, ": ");  
strcat(tree[x+4].node, ": ");  
}
   count=+tree[x+4].length+1;
   for (n=0; n<=count; n++) strcat(tree[x+4].node, " ");  
strcat(tree[x+4].node, name);  
}
tree[x+4].child=0;
tree[x+4].length=strlen(name);
if (max < strlen(tree[x+4].node)) max=strlen(tree[x+4].node);
}

else {
    tree[x].child++;
    count=max,strlen(tree[x+1].node)+SPACE;
    for (n=0; n<count; n++) {strcat(tree[x+1].node, "\n");
        strcat(tree[x+2].node, "\n");
        strcat(tree[x+3].node, "\n");
    }
    strcat(tree[x+1].node, "\n");
    strcat(tree[x+2].node, "\n");
    strcat(tree[x+3].node, "\n");
    count=max,strlen(tree[x+4].node)+SPACE;
    for (n=0; n<count; n++) {strcat(tree[x+4].node, "\n");
        strcat(tree[x+4].node, name);
    }
    if (max < strlen(tree[x+4].node)) max=strlen(tree[x+4].node);
    tree[x+4].child=0;
    tree[x+4].length=strlen(name);
}
}

return(0);
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